Abstract Manganese superoxide dismutase (MnSOD) is a nuclear-encoded antioxidant enzyme that localizes to the mitochondria. Expression of MnSOD is essential for the survival of aerobic life. Transgenic mice expressing a luciferase reporter gene under the control of the human MnSOD promoter demonstrate that the level of MnSOD is reduced prior to the formation of cancer. Overexpression of MnSOD in transgenic mice reduces the incidences and multiplicity of papillomas in a DMBA/TPA skin carcinogenesis model. However, MnSOD deficiency does not lead to enhanced tumorigenicity of skin tissue similarly treated because MnSOD can modulate both the p53-mediated apoptosis and AP-1-mediated cell proliferation pathways. Apoptosis is associated with an increase in mitochondrial levels of p53 suggesting a link between MnSOD deficiency and mitochondrial-mediated apoptosis. Activation of p53 is preventable by application of a SOD mimetic (MnTE-2-PyP 5? ). Thus, p53 translocation to mitochondria and subsequent inactivation of MnSOD explain the observed mitochondrial dysfunction that leads to transcriptiondependent mechanisms of p53-induced apoptosis. Administration of MnTE-2-PyP 5? following apoptosis but prior to proliferation leads to suppression of protein carbonyls and reduces the activity of AP-1 and the level of the proliferating cellular nuclear antigen, without reducing the activity of p53 or DNA fragmentation following TPA treatment. Remarkably, the incidence and multiplicity of skin tumors are drastically reduced in mice that receive MnTE-2-PyP 5?
Introduction
The mitochondrion is a double-membraned organelle (Ernster and Schatz 1981; Frey and Mannella 2000) that is the major site of ATP synthesis in the cell because the five enzymes necessary for ATP production are embedded in the inner mitochondrial membrane (Hatefi 1985) . The mitochondrion is also the site of other distinct cellular functions (Logan 2006; McBride et al. 2006) , such as metabolism (Bowsher and Tobin 2001; Chen et al. 2006; Eaton et al. 1996; Leverve 2007; Manoli et al. 2007; Newsholme et al. 2007) , cell cycle control and stress response (Manoli et al. 2007) , intracellular signaling (Goldenthal and Marin-Garcia 2004; Owusu-Ansah et al. 2008; Ryan and Hoogenraad 2007) , and apoptosis (Gulbins et al. 2003; Spierings et al. 2005) .
Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are a consequence of the oxygen-rich atmosphere we live in and are by-products of oxygen metabolism (Fridovich 1978) . ROS are important mediators for a variety of cellular processes, including cell adhesion, immune response, apoptosis (Droge 2002) , cell growth and differentiation (Boonstra and Post 2004) , and they act as second messengers in intracellular signaling (Forman et al. 2004; Rhee et al. 2003) . Low levels of ROS are important for carrying out these cellular processes, but aberrant production of ROS occurs in the mechanism of numerous diseases, including various neurological disorders (Waris and Ahsan 2006) and cancer (Behrend et al. 2003; Gius and Spitz 2006; Storz 2005 ).
Mitochondria are a major source of ROS, and superoxide is the initial ROS produced by this organelle. Superoxide is produced primarily by complex I (Dlaskova et al. 2008; Genova et al. 2001; Verkaart et al. 2007 ) and complex III (Han et al. 2001 (Han et al. , 2003 of the electron transport chain. Superoxide radicals participate in the formation of the reactive nitrogen species (RNS) peroxynitrite (Huie and Padmaja 1993) , as well as attack iron-sulfur centers of key mitochondrial enzymes, releasing free iron cations that participate in the production of hydroxyl radicals through the Fenton reaction (Haber and Weiss 1932) .
The cell is equipped with a variety of enzyme systems to detoxify ROS (Andreyev et al. 2005; Koehler et al. 2006) . Hydrogen peroxide produced in mitochondria is decomposed to water by mitochondria-specific glutathione peroxidase (GPX) (Esworthy et al. 1997; Maiorino et al. 2003) , as well as by peroxyredoxins (PRX) ) and catalase (Nohl and Jordan 1980) . Superoxide dismutases (SODs) are the primary ROS detoxifying enzymes of the cell (reviewed in Fridovich 1989 ) that catalyze the dismutation of superoxide radicals to hydrogen peroxide and molecular oxygen (Klug and Rabini 1972) . MnSOD is a member of a family of structurally unrelated SODs encoded by different genes (reviewed in Zelko et al. 2002) . This family includes copper-and zinc-containing SOD (CuZnSOD), a homodimeric enzyme found primarily in the cytoplasm (Weisiger and Fridovich 1973; Zelko et al. 2002) and the nucleus (Crapo et al. 1992; Slot et al. 1986 ) with small amounts within mitochondria (OkadoMatsumoto and Fridovich 2001 ) and a glycosylated form of CuZnSOD called extracellular SOD (ECSOD) that resides in the extracellular region of the cell (Hjalmarsson et al. 1987) . MnSOD is found exclusively in the mitochondrial matrix (Okado-Matsumoto and Fridovich 2001; Weisiger and Fridovich 1973 ) and exists as a homotetramer (Borgstahl et al. 1992; Ravindranath and Fridovich 1975; Wispe et al. 1989) . MnSOD is an evolutionarily conserved enzyme found in a variety of organisms, including Escherichia coli B (Keele et al. 1970) , the yeast strain Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Ravindranath and Fridovich 1975) , the red alga Porphyridium cruentum (Misra and Fridovich 1977) , and chicken liver mitochondria (Weisiger and Fridovich 1973) .
MnSOD expression is altered in myriad diseases (reviewed by Miao and St. Clair 2009) , especially cancer (Oberley and Buettner 1979) . MnSOD acts as a tumor suppressor and, in many cancers, MnSOD expression is reduced. A better understanding of the mechanisms by which MnSOD suppresses cancer, and why MnSOD expression is decreased in myriad cancers, is important for the development of novel and improved anticancer therapies that maximize killing cancer and simultaneously decrease the detrimental side effects of cancer treatments on normal tissues. This review focuses on the role of MnSOD in protecting normal tissues from the toxicity associated with chemotherapeutic drugs, as well as the importance of MnSOD in tumor suppression and the potential for MnSOD to enhance cancer treatment.
MnSOD is essential for aerobic life
MnSOD is vital to protect aerobic life from the toxic effects of oxygen. Many studies of various model systems demonstrate the importance of MnSOD to aerobic organisms. E. coli B cells grown under 100% oxygen are much more resistant to hyperbaric concentrations of oxygen (20 atm) compared to Bacillus subtilis (B. subtilis). E. coli B cells are also more resistant to the antibiotic streptonigrin (a superoxide-generating antibiotic) than are cells grown under normal atmospheric conditions. The difference in oxygen toxicity between E. coli grown under 100% oxygen and other cells tested is due to the increased expression of MnSOD induced by growth under 100% oxygen (Gregory and Fridovich 1973) . In the yeast strain Saccharomyces cerevisiae var. ellipsoideus, cells grown under 1 atm oxygen are more resistant to high oxygen concentrations than cells grown under anaerobic conditions due to oxygenstimulated expression of MnSOD (Gregory et al. 1974) .
Several mouse and Drosophila models also demonstrate the importance of MnSOD in aerobic life. Knock-out of MnSOD enzyme activity by the creation of inactive mutants or the complete elimination of MnSOD expression leads to early death in both mouse (Li et al. 1995) and Drosophila (Duttaroy et al. 2003) . One mechanism of early death is reduced mitochondrial activity. While there are no gross changes in mitochondrial structure in homozygous MnSOD knock-out mice, activities are significantly reduced in both succinate dehydrogenase (complex II of the electron transport chain) and aconitase (citric acid cycle enzyme) compared to wild-type mice (Li et al. 1995) . Similar reduction in aconitase enzyme activity is also seen in MnSOD knock-down Drosophila compared to revertant controls (Paul et al. 2007 ).
Van Remmen et al. (2003) used heterozygous MnSOD knock-out mice to study the effects of life-long reduction in MnSOD enzyme activity. The MnSOD knock-out mice have a *50% reduction in MnSOD enzyme activity in all tissues, resulting in an age-dependent increase in oxidative DNA damage (8-oxodeoxyguanidine, 8-oxodG) in both nuclear and mitochondrial DNA compared to wild-type mice. While life-span and various markers of aging such as cataract formation and immune response are not affected by knock-down of MnSOD, there is a 100% increase in cancer incidence in the MnSOD knock-down mice compared to wild-type mice (van Remmen et al. 2003) .
Reduced or complete knock-out of MnSOD causes significant cardiovascular abnormalities that contribute to diminished life-span in these animals. Li et al. created a strain of mice that expresses an enzymatically inactive mutant of MnSOD. Homozygous MnSOD knock-outs exhibit severe cardiac defects, including dilated left ventricular cavity and reduced left ventricular wall thickness, as well as myocardial hypertrophy leading to dilated cardiomyopathy (Li et al. 1995) . Lebovitz et al. (1996) (Lebovitz et al. 1996) .
Like the effects of MnSOD expression on the heart, changes in MnSOD expression or activity can have dramatic effects on the brain. Transfection of MnSOD into cultured neuronal cells prevents cell death caused by treatment with b-amyloid and iron (Keller et al. 1998) . Reduced expression of MnSOD by selective inactivation of the MnSOD gene sensitizes cultured mouse cortical neurons to glutamate-induced neurotoxicity (Li et al. 1998d ). Overexpression of MnSOD provides dramatic protection against N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) and NO toxicity in a cortical culture (Gonzalez-Zulueta et al. 1998) . Animals genetically altered to overexpress MnSOD show a significant decrease in lesion volume after traumatic brain injury compared with that of control littermates (Sullivan et al. 1999) . Thus, MnSOD expression is important for neurotoxic conditions where overproduction of reactive oxygen or nitrogen species is involved. A greater understanding of these effects may shed light on the mechanisms of brain injury induced by various cancer chemotherapeutic agents or result from different neurological disorders, including ischemia/reperfusion of the brain caused by stroke (Kim et al. 2002) , chronic intermittent hypoxia caused by sleep apnea (Shan et al. 2007 ), neurological dysfunction associated with traumatic brain injury (Bayir et al. 2007; Xiong et al. 2005) , and HIV-associated dementia (Saha and Pahan 2007) . Homozygous MnSOD knock-out mice have noticeable neurological damage, including death of brain stem and basal ganglia neurons marked by severe mitochondrial damage (Lebovitz et al. 1996) . Lynn et al. (2005) generated MnSOD wild-type (Sod2?/?) and knock-out (Sod2-/-) B6D2F1 mice to better understand the effects of diminished MnSOD levels on neurological function. Sod2-/-mice develop ataxia by postnatal day 11 (P11), which quickly progresses to frequent seizures by P14. The development of these neurological abnormalities correlates with neuronal damage to the motor cortex, the thalamus, and perceptible damage to different regions of the brain stem (motor trigeminal nucleus, mesencephalic trigeminal nucleus, the olivary nucleus, and the vestibular nucleus) at P11-13, and this damage is more extensive at P15-16. The formation of vacuoles occurs in the pyramidal layer of the hippocampus, deeper layers of the motor cortex, as well as different regions of the thalamus and brain stem in Sod2-/-mice compared to Sod2?/? mice (Lynn et al. 2005) . Drosophila mutants with reduced MnSOD expression show vacuole formation in the brain and an increase in apoptotic neurons, leading to a decrease in normal olfactory behavior compared to wild-type flies (Paul et al. 2007) .
The effects of MnSOD on specific regions of the brain have important implications in various neurological disorders. Marcus et al. (2006) studied the expression of MnSOD in the hippocampus of both Alzheimer's disease (AD) and non-AD patients and found a statistically significant increase in MnSOD expression in the C1, CA2/3 and C4 regions of the hippocampus of AD patients compared to non-AD patients, suggesting that neurons of the hippocampus attempt to compensate for the increase in ROS associated with AD progression with an increase in MnSOD expression. However, it is unclear whether the observed immunoreactive proteins are functionally active. Overexpression of MnSOD in the Tg19959 mouse transgenic model of AD leads to a significant decrease in amyloid plaque burden in the cortex, a non-significant reduction of plaques in the hippocampus and a decrease in cortical microglia, as well as improves spatial memory retention in T19959 mice. These effects occur in the absence of any effect of MnSOD on amyloid precursor protein (APP) expression or processing (Dumont et al. 2009 ). Heterozygous knock-out of MnSOD in T19959 mice causes a significant increase in oxidative damage to brain proteins and plaque burden in the cortex, hippocampus, and retrosplenial/motor cortex compared to controls .
Work by this laboratory has focused on better understanding the mechanisms by which MnSOD affects the progression of AD. In SH-SY5Y human neuroblastoma cells, Sompol et al. (2006) found that treatment with TNF-a stimulates MnSOD expression through a NF-jB-dependent mechanism, increasing the resistance of these cells to apoptosis induced by either b-amyloid protein or FeSO 4 . In a study using primary neurons isolated from wild-type mice or mice that are APP and presenilin (PS1) knock-ins (APP/PS1), Sompol et al. (2008) found that developing APP/PS1 neurons are more resistant to b-amyloid 1-42 treatment than mature APP/PS1 neurons compared to wildtype neurons of the same age. Mature APP/PS1 neurons have diminished MnSOD expression and an increase in colocalization of MnSOD with nitrotyrosine, implying an inhibition of MnSOD enzyme activity by nitrotyrosine modification (Sompol et al. 2008) . Tyrosine nitration of MnSOD results in decreased enzyme activity (Demicheli et al. 2007; MacMillan-Crow et al. 1998; MacMillan-Crow and Thompson 1999) , and an increase in nitrotyrosinemodified MnSOD is observed in APP/PS1 mice compared to wild-type controls. This correlates with a decrease in MnSOD enzyme activity and diminished mitochondrial activity (Anantharaman et al. 2006) , suggesting that inactivation of MnSOD by tyrosine nitration is part of the mechanism of neuronal injury in AD. Overexpression of MnSOD protects the APP/PS1 neurons against b-amyloidinduced cell death (Sompol et al. 2008) .
SOD mimetics have proven valuable in protecting various tissues from the deleterious effects of diminished MnSOD expression or enzyme activity in both cardiac and neuronal tissues. Pretreatment of rats with the SOD mimetic M40403 protects from ischemia/reperfusion-induced cardiac injury (Masini et al. 2002) . The SOD mimetic MnTE-2-PyP 5?
accumulates in a variety of tissues with different affinities, including the heart and brain (Spasojevic et al. 2008) . The mitochondrial enzymes aconitase and isocitrate dehydrogenase are partially inactivated in the hearts of diabetic rats, and treatment with MnTE-2-PyP 5? rescues the activity of these enzymes to control levels (Batinic-Haberle and Benov 2008). MnTE-2-PyP 5? protects primary cultures of neurons isolated from the APP/PS1 model of AD from b-amyloid-induced cell death (Sompol et al. 2008) . Intracerebroventricular administration of the SOD mimetic Mn III TDE-2-ImP 5? protects rats from ischemia/reperfusion injury-associated neurological dysfunction caused by middle cerebral artery occlusion (Sheng et al. 2009 ). Treatment of MnSOD-null mice with the SOD mimetic manganese 5, 10, 15, 20-tetrakis (4-benzoic acid) porphyrin (MnTBAP) increases the life-span of these animals compared to untreated controls and abrogates the dilated cardiomyopathy associated with MnSOD knock-out. Interestingly, MnTBAP-treated MnSOD-null mice show significant neurological damage characterized by vacuolization of the cortex, brain stem, and cerebellum due to a lack of MnTBAP accumulation in the brain mediated by the bloodbrain barrier (BBB) (Melov et al. 1998) . Improvements in SOD mimetic design that results in more specific tissue accrual, especially compounds that can pass the BBB and accumulate in the brain, may prove valuable for the treatment of various disorders associated with reduced MnSOD expression or enzyme activity or may protect normal tissues from cancer chemotherapy-induced injury.
MnSOD in the protection of normal tissues from chemotherapy
Various chemotherapeutic drugs have been developed to treat cancer. While these anti-cancer drugs are effective in killing cancer cells, they also damage normal tissue through induction of oxidative stress (reviewed by Chen et al. 2007) . Anthracyclines are among the most effective classes of anti-cancer drugs due to their ability to kill a broad spectrum of cancers (reviewed by Weiss 1992) . Adriamycin (also known as doxorubicin) is a member of the anthracycline family of chemotherapeutic drugs currently used in cancer clinics. The major mechanisms by which adriamycin kills cancer cells are intercalation of DNA and inhibition of topoisomerase II activity (reviewed in Minotti et al. 2004) . Adriamycin generates ROS (Doroshow 1983 ) through redox cycling of the quinone moiety on ring C of adriamycin (Marcillat et al. 1989 ), leading to increased iron uptake (Kotamraju et al. 2002; Minotti et al. 1998 Minotti et al. , 2001 ) and release of iron from internal stores (Minotti et al. 2004) , causing further formation of ROS through iron-catalyzed reactions (Halliwell 1978) . ROS production by adriamycin not only damages cancerous tissue but also causes significant toxicity in normal tissues (Brown et al. 1998; Giri et al. 2004; Singal et al. 1997) . Work by this and other laboratories has focused on determining the biochemical mechanisms by which adriamycin induces both cardiotoxicity and neurotoxicity and on developing strategies to ameliorate the deleterious effects of adriamycin on normal tissue.
MnSOD and cardiotoxicity
An important side effect of chemotherapeutic drugs in cancer patients, especially adriamycin and other anthracyclines, is dose-dependent cardiotoxicity (reviewed in Simbre et al. 2005) , leading to dilated cardiomyopathy and congestive heart failure (reviewed by Minotti et al. 2004) . Acute effects of anthracycline treatment include transient arrhythmias and acute left ventricular failure. Risk factors for anthracycline-induced cardiotoxicity include total cumulative dose, rate of administration, and age (with younger patients being more susceptible to cardiotoxicity) (reviewed in Simbre et al. 2005) .
Because the cardiotoxicity of adriamycin is mediated by production of excessive ROS, modulation of the ROSscavenging capacity of cells can affect adriamycin-induced cardiac injury (Kang et al. 2002; Shioji et al. 2002; Sun et al. 2001) . This laboratory created a series of transgenic mice expressing low, medium, or high levels of MnSOD protein. Ultrastructural analysis of heart tissue of nontransgenic mice revealed extensive, dose-dependent damage in adriamycin-treated animals, including mitochondrial damage (loss of cristae, mitochondrial swelling, and abnormal shape), as well as myofilament disarray and the presence of intracytoplasmic vacuoles. Serum markers of cardiac injury (creatine kinase and lactate dehydrogenase) are elevated in adriamycin-treated mice. Adriamycininduced heart damage is not present in the hearts of mice expressing low, medium, or high levels of MnSOD, suggesting MnSOD protects these mice from the detrimental effects of adriamycin (Yen et al. 1996) .
The mitochondrion is a major target of adriamycin in cardiac tissue (Sarvazyan 1996) . Adriamycin treatment results in statistically significant decreases in respiratory control ratio and state 3 mitochondrial respiration at both complexes I and II in non-transgenic mice. In MnSODoverexpressing mice, only complex II activity is affected by adriamycin treatment, suggesting MnSOD protects complex I from adriamycin-induced, superoxide-mediated deactivation (Yen et al. 1999) . In B6C3 mice, adriamycin causes mitochondrial injury within 3 h, with further increases at 6 and 24 h, compared to control animals. Adriamycin-induced oxidative damage occurs earlier (within 3 h) than nitrative damage (within 6 h), is more extensive in mouse heart mitochondria than in either cytoplasmic or nuclear compartments, and corresponds with ultrastructural mitochondrial damage (Chaiswing et al. 2004) . Oxidative damage of mitochondrial DNA induced by adriamycin initially increases by 3 h after treatment, but diminishes by 6 h post-treatment, indicating activation of a DNA repair pathway in mitochondria. Adriamycin stimulates p53 translocation to both mitochondria and the nucleus in cardiomyocytes. p53 localization to mitochondria correlates with mitochondrial DNA damage, and p53 knock-out mice are more susceptible to adriamycininduced mitochondrial DNA damage than controls, suggesting p53 translocation to mitochondria is a survival mechanism cardiomyocytes activate in an attempt to protect cells from adriamycin-mediated injury (Nithipongvanitch et al. 2007) .
To further elucidate the role of ROS and RNS in the mechanisms of adriamycin-mediated cardiotoxicity, B6C3 transgenic mice overexpressing MnSOD (TgM ?/? ), inducible nitric oxide synthase knock-outs (iNOSKO), or crosses (TgM ? iNOSKO) were used. Compared to adriamycin-treated non-transgenic mice, TgM ?/? mice have decreased adriamycin-induced mitochondrial injury, while iNOSKO mice have increased mitochondrial injury, and TgM ? iNOSKO mice have a statistically significant decrease in mitochondrial injury. The results suggest that formation of both ROS and RNS is involved in the early events of adriamycin-induced mitochondrial injury in mouse heart. MnSOD overexpression protects mitochondria by scavenging superoxide radicals and iNOS protects mitochondria by generating nitric oxide, which may also contribute to scavenging of superoxide radicals. The balance between ROS and RNS also contributes to adriamycin-mediated mitochondrial injury, where the ratio of 4HNE to 3NT adduct formation (markers of ROS and RNS, respectively) inversely correlates with mitochondrial damage (Chaiswing et al. 2005 ).
The cardioprotective roles of nitric oxide and MnSOD are further illuminated in C57BL/6 iNOS knock-out mice (iNOS -/-). Cardiac tissue from adriamycin-treated iNOS -/-mice has much more mitochondrial damage and reduced cardiac function than non-transgenic controls, resulting in decreased left ventricular developed pressure (LVDP), diminished effects of isoproterenol on cardiac function and increased levels of serum creatine phosphokinase (CPK), lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), and cardiac troponin (cTnI) (markers of cardiac damage). Overexpression of MnSOD in iNOS-deficient mice blocks the effects of adriamycin, restoring cardiac function and attenuating the levels of LDH and cTnI in these animals .
MnSOD also enhances the cardioprotective effects of other drugs. Tamoxifen (TAM) is an artificial non-steroidal anti-estrogen used in the treatment of breast cancer (Ward 1973 ) that has been shown to have cardioprotective effects (Costantino et al. 1997; Love et al. 1991; Nordenskjold et al. 2005 ). In the VA-13 human fibroblast cell line, a combination of TAM and TNF-a enhances TNF-a-induced expression of MnSOD by modulating NF-jB dimer binding to the MnSOD promoter, enhancing p50/p65 heterodimer binding over p50/p50 homodimer binding (Daosukho et al. 2002) . Treatment with TAM increases MnSOD expression and enzyme activity in isolated cardiomyocytes and cardiac tissue of non-transgenic C57BL/6 mice, and TAM pretreatment results in reduced apoptosis in cardiomyocytes after adriamycin treatment compared to animals not receiving pretreatment (Daosukho et al. 2005) . Sodium 4-phenylbutyrate (PBA), a potential anticancer drug (Carducci et al. 2001; Wang et al. 2008 ) with histone deacetylase activity (Lea et al. 1999) , protects tissue from oxidative stress (Qi et al. 2004; Ryu et al. 2005; Vilatoba et al. 2005) . A study by this laboratory has demonstrated the protective effects of PBA against adriamycin-induced cardiac injury. PBA completely abrogates the adriamycinmediated reduction in ejection fraction and fraction shortening in mouse hearts, reduces mitochondrial and total ultrastructural cardiomyocyte damage caused by adriamycin, and diminishes adriamycin-mediated increases in serum markers of cardiac injury. PBA exerts its protective effects, in part, through induction of MnSOD protein and enzyme activity (Daosukho et al. 2007) .
MnSOD mimetics have also been shown to affect adriamycin-induced cardiotoxicity. Work by this laboratory has focused on the Mn(III) meso-tetrakis(N-ethylpyridinium-2-yl) porphyrin (MnTE-2-PyP 5? ). In C57BL/6 mice, a single 10 mg/kg intraperitoneal dose of MnTE-2-PyP 5? results in accumulation of the porphyrin to mouse heart mitochondria at a concentration of 5.1 lM, a concentration sufficient to protect mitochondria from oxidative damage (Spasojevic et al. 2007 ). Jaramillo et al. (2009) MnTE-2-PyP 5? protects H9c2 rat embryonic cardiomyocytes from adriamycin-induced toxicity. MnTBAP abrogates adriamycin-induced structural damage to cardiomyocytes and lactate dehydrogenase release (Konorev et al. 1999 ).
MnSOD and neurotoxicity
The cognitive decline in some cancer patients receiving chemotherapy, sometimes referred as chemobrain, is a potential side effect of chemotherapeutic drugs (Nelson et al. 2007; Wefel et al. 2004) . Chemobrain is characterized by memory loss, as well as by decreased reaction time, attention, and concentration (reviewed in Ahles and Saykin 2007; Tannock et al. 2004) . Adriamycin causes gross changes to brain structure (Brown et al. 1998; Inagaki et al. 2007 ) and in the activity of various brain regions (Silverman et al. 2007 ). Potential mechanisms of chemotherapyinduced cognitive decline include DNA damage, cytokine dysregulation, and changes in blood-brain barrier integrity (reviewed in Ahles and Saykin 2007) . Cognitive dysfunction is associated with various types of chemotherapy, including adriamycin (Ahles et al. 2002) , and induction of oxidative stress may be an important mechanism (Joshi et al. 2005; Tangpong et al. 2007) .
The mechanisms by which this neurotoxicity occurs are only now beginning to be understood. Oxidative modification of proteins in the brains of adriamycin-treated mice has been observed, including increased protein carbonyls and 4HNE and 3NT protein adduct formation, as well as increased expression of protein-1 (MRP-1), which is associated with multidrug resistance (Joshi et al. 2005) . Adriamycin treatment also decreases mitochondrial function in the brain tissue of these animals (Tangpong et al. , 2007 .
This laboratory was the first to report a direct biochemical mechanism by which adriamycin treatment mediates neurotoxicity. Adriamycin does not cross the blood-brain barrier due to the presence of ATP-dependent transporters (Ohnishi et al. 1995) . Adriamycin was found in areas of the mouse brain outside the blood-brain barrier. Adriamycin treatment in mice results in increased serum levels of TNF-a, increased TNF-a levels in whole brain tissue homogenates, and increased TNF-a staining in the hippocampus and cortex of mouse brain. Adriamycin treatment results in significant reduction of state III respiration through decreased activity of complex I in the electron transport chain. Adriamycin also increases mitochondria-mediated apoptosis by stimulating mitochondrial localization of p53 and formation of p53/Bcl-xL complexes, as well as increased expression of the proapoptotic protein Bax, a p53 target gene. All the effects of adriamycin on mouse brain neurons are completely abrogated by co-treatment with an anti-TNF-a antibody, suggesting that the neurotoxic effects of adriamycin are mediated by increased circulating levels of TNF-a .
Modulation of the ROS detoxifying enzymes may be another mechanism of adriamycin-induced neurotoxicity. MnSOD is nitrated in mouse brain after adriamycin treatment, which correlates with decreased MnSOD enzyme activity. The effects of adriamycin on mitochondrial function and MnSOD nitration and enzyme activity were not observed in iNOS knock-out mice, suggesting a role for iNOS in neurotoxicity caused by adriamycin and the importance of MnSOD enzyme activity in preventing adriamycin-induced brain injury (Tangpong et al. 2007 ).
The role of MnSOD in tumor suppression
Some studies have shown that MnSOD expression is elevated in cancer cells compared to normal tissue, including gastric and esophageal (Izutani et al. 1998; Janssen et al. 2000; Malafa et al. 2000) , lung (Ho et al. 2001) , and colorectal cancer (Toh et al. 2000) . For example, Hu et al. (2007) found increased MnSOD expression in 12 of 18 tumor samples compared to non-tumor tissue in patients with esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC). In a study of tissue sections of breast carcinomas, 78% of samples show elevated expression of MnSOD which correlates with the grade of the tumor (Tsanou et al. 2004 ). Higher expression of MnSOD in cancer correlates with aggressiveness (Toh et al. 2000) , metastatic potential (Malafa et al. 2000) , and poor prognosis (Janssen et al. 2000) .
While MnSOD expression is elevated in some cancer types, a preponderance of evidence suggests a tumor suppressor role for MnSOD. One line of evidence suggesting the tumor suppressive properties of MnSOD is decreased expression of this important antioxidant enzyme in many cancers (Oberley and Buettner 1979) . In a study of various invasive, in situ, and benign hyperplastic breast lesions, Soini et al. (2001) found that in situ carcinoma and benign hyperplasias, as well as non-neoplastic ductal and acinar epithelial cells, show greater MnSOD staining than invasive carcinoma. Chuang et al. (2007) found an inverse correlation between MnSOD expression and expression of the HER2/neu oncogene in various human breast cancer cell lines. Cullen et al. (2003) found a decrease in MnSOD protein expression and enzyme activity in various pancreatic cancer cell lines (BxPC-3, AsPC-1, and MIA PaCa-2) compared to normal pancreas tissue and an inverse correlation between MnSOD expression and cell doubling time. Hu et al. found that malignant ovarian tissues adaptively respond to increased ROS by increasing expression of MnSOD, but that benign tumors and normal ovarian epithelial cells do not. Knock-down of MnSOD expression in SKOV3 human ovarian cancer cells using MnSOD-specific siRNA results in a 70% increase in superoxide production, leading to increased colony formation compared to cells transfected with empty vector in vitro and increased tumor growth in vivo (Hu et al. 2005) .
Overexpression studies have further refined the role of MnSOD as a tumor suppressor. MnSOD overexpression alters many properties typical of cancer cells (growth rate, invasiveness, anchorage-independent growth, etc.) both in vitro and in vivo. UACC-903 melanoma cells overexpressing sense MnSOD cDNA have a more differentiated morphology compared to parental cells, while cells expressing the anti-sense MnSOD cDNA have a morphology similar to parental cells and grow more quickly, suggesting MnSOD overexpression suppresses tumorigenicity of these cells. Eighteen of 18 injection sites show tumor formation in mice injected with the parental cell line, while 0 of 16 sites have tumors in animals injected with MnSOD-overexpressing cells (Church et al. 1993) . Overexpression of MnSOD in the MDA-MB-435 breast cancer cell line (which expresses the HER2/neu oncogene) reduces anchorage-independent cell growth and decreases chemotaxis toward conditioned medium (Chuang et al. 2007 ). Simultaneous expression of MnSOD and TRAIL in SW620 human colorectal tumor xenografts in BALB/c nude mice leads to complete elimination of the xenografts through induction of the mitochondrial pathway of apoptosis (Zhang et al. 2006a) . Stable overexpression of MnSOD in HCT116 human colorectal carcinoma cells leads to a dose-dependent decrease in cell growth by inducing senescence in a p53-dependent manner through depolarization of the mitochondrial membrane (Behrend et al. 2005) . Adenoviral vector transfection of MnSOD (AdMnSOD) into MIA PaCa-2 pancreatic cells results in an expression level-dependent increase in doubling time, decreased plating efficiency, and decreased colony formation in soft agar compared to cells transfected with AdLacZ virus or untransfected controls. Injection of AdMnSOD into established MIA PaCa-2 tumors in nude mice results in decreased tumor growth compared to tumors injected with serum-free medium or control virus AdbgIIII, and expression of MnSOD in these tumors increases survival time of the animals (Weydert et al. 2003a) . Similar effects of MnSOD overexpression on growth rate, plating efficiency, and anchorage-independent cell growth have been observed in SCC-25 human oral squamous carcinoma cells (Liu et al. 1997) , HCPC-1 hamster cheek pouch carcinoma cells (Lam et al. 1997) , and PC-3 human prostate carcinoma cells .
Studies in this laboratory have refined the role of MnSOD in oxidative stress-dependent tumor initiation and promotion. Overexpression of MnSOD in the Fsa-II mouse fibrosarcoma cell line causes decreased cell proliferation and colony formation and induces a more differentiated cell type compared to control cells (Kiningham and St. Clair 1997) . MnSOD overexpression also protects fibrosarcoma cells from 5-azacytidine (5-AzaC)-induced apoptosis while simultaneously enhancing the effects of 5-AzaC on differentiation (Zhao et al. 2001a) . Using a DMBA [7,12-dimethylbenz(a) -anthracene]/TPA (12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate) model of tumor initiation/ promotion, a single treatment of C57BL/6 mice with DMBA, followed by multiple applications of TPA, results in the formation of papillomas in both non-transgenic and MnSOD-overexpressing mice. The incidence and number of papillomas per animal are lower in the transgenic animals compared to non-transgenic animals, indicating MnSOD reduces the tumorigenicity of DMBA/TPA in these animals. TPA treatment causes increased 4-hydroxynonenal-adducted proteins (4HNE, a marker of oxidative stress) in both the nucleus and mitochondria of non-transgenic and transgenic animals, but the level of 4HNE-modified proteins is higher in non-transgenic animals compared to animals overexpressing MnSOD, suggesting MnSOD protects these animals from TPA-induced oxidative stress (Zhao et al. 2001b) .
Because overexpression of MnSOD results in decreased tumor formation in mice, knock-down of MnSOD was predicted to increase tumor formation. Surprisingly, MnSOD heterozygous knock-out C57BL/6 mice treated with DMBA/TPA have a similar number of papillomas as wild-type controls. The similarity in papilloma formation in the MnSOD knock-out mice and wild-type controls is due to increased proliferation and apoptosis of cells in the basal layer of the epidermis after TPA treatment. Oxidative stress is also increased in the MnSOD knock-out animals, indicated by the increase in oxidatively modified proteins (Zhao et al. 2002) . Further studies to refine the mechanisms of TPA-induced papilloma formation in MnSOD knockdown mice reveal that apoptosis precedes proliferation in the basal layer of the epidermis, peaking at 6 h posttreatment, with mitosis peaking 24 h after treatment. Proliferation is greater in the knock-out animals compared to wild-type controls. Application of a MnSOD mimetic (MnTE-2-PyP 5? ) 12 h after each TPA treatment does not affect TPA-induced apoptosis, but significantly reduces proliferation stimulated by TPA and reduced formation of protein carbonyls. This reduction in proliferation by the MnSOD mimetic results in a 50% reduction in tumor incidence compared to animals receiving the DMBA/TPA regimen alone, suggesting an important role for oxidative stress in tumorigenesis and a potential mechanism by which MnSOD suppresses cancer development (Zhao et al. 2005a ).
Mechanisms of MnSOD-mediated tumor suppression

MnSOD influences transcription factor activity
One mechanism by which MnSOD may suppress cancer growth is by altering the expression or activity of tumor suppressors and/or promoters, thereby affecting cancer cell growth. Overexpression of MnSOD in MCF-7 breast cancer cells results in increased expression of maspin (mammary serine protease inhibitor) mRNA, an important tumor suppressor, and causes a decrease in the invasiveness of the cells compared to untransfected and vector control cells (Li et al. 1998a) . Increased maspin expression is due, in part, to stabilization of maspin mRNA induced by increased MnSOD expression levels (Duan et al. 2003) . Overexpression of MnSOD in MDA-MB-435 human breast cancer cells, which express high levels of the HER2/neu oncogene, results in decreased expression of the HER2/neu oncogene (Chuang et al. 2007 ).
Redox modification of amino acids is an important mechanism for regulating the activity of a variety of transcription factors (Gabbita et al. 2000; Oktyabrsky and Smirnova 2007) , including NF-jB (Pineda-Molina et al. 2001), AP-1 (Klatt et al. 1999 ), HIF-1a (Chandel et al. 1998) , and p53 (Buzek et al. 2002; Cobbs et al. 2001; Furukawa et al. 2007; Rainwater et al. 1995) . Changes in gene expression induced by MnSOD are due, in part, to modulation of transcription factor activity. MnSOD overexpression in MCF-7 human breast cancer cells causes biphasic suppression of HIF-1a. At low levels of MnSOD expression, HIF-1a protein levels are elevated in response to hypoxia, while moderate levels of MnSOD attenuate hypoxia-induced accumulation of HIF-1a, and high levels of MnSOD again increase protein levels of HIF-1a. Overexpression of MnSOD abrogates HIF-1a-dependent expression and secretion of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) in response to hypoxia in a biphasic manner that parallels MnSOD-dependent regulation of HIF-1a (Wang et al. 2005) .
Changes in MnSOD levels in the cell also affect the transcriptional activity of AP-1, dramatically affecting cell proliferation. In MCF-7 breast cancer cells, MnSOD overexpression causes reduced transcriptional activity of AP-1, resulting in decreased expression of AP-1-responsive collagenase I and stromelysin (Li et al. 1998b ). Similar results have been observed in this laboratory. Overexpression of MnSOD in the Fsa-II mouse fibrosarcoma cell line attenuates AP-1 DNA-binding and transcriptional activity (Kiningham and St. Clair 1997) . The effects of MnSOD on AP-1 activity are mediated through altered expression of members of the Jun family of AP-1 subunits, especially JunD (Kiningham and St. Clair 1997; Zhao et al. 2001a Zhao et al. , b, 2002 . Treatment of C57BL/6 mice with a single dose of DMBA, followed by multiple treatments with TPA, results in activation of both AP-1 and p53, leading to increased proliferation and apoptosis in the basal layer of the epidermis. AP-1 activation is much greater in MnSOD knock-out animals compared to wild-type animals. AP-1 DNA-binding activity is much greater in knock-out mice treated with TPA compared to controls due to increased expression of the JunD AP-1 subunit (Zhao et al. 2002) . Treatment with the MnSOD mimetic MnTE-2-PyP 5? following TPA treatment abrogates TPA-induced activation of AP-1, demonstrating the importance of MnSOD in modulating the transcriptional activity of AP-1 and suggesting a mechanism of MnSOD-mediated reduction in cell proliferation (Zhao et al. 2005a) .
Another transcription factor affect by MnSOD is NFjB. Overexpression of MnSOD in MCF-7 breast cancer cells results in diminished transcriptional activity of NF-jB and decreased expression of interleukin IL-1 and IL-6 (two NF-jB responsive genes) (Li et al. 1998b) . MnSOD overexpression in Fsa-II mouse fibrosarcoma cells enhances the effects the 5-AzaC in differentiation of these cells through increased NF-jB DNA-binding activity (Zhao et al. 2001a) .
Additionally, MnSOD modulates the activity of the transcription factor p53. MnSOD overexpression in the HCT116 human colorectal cancer cell line induces cellular senescence mediated by MnSOD-induced up-regulation of p53 through a p21-independent mechanism (Behrend et al. 2005) . Studies in this laboratory have revealed that treatment with DMBA/TPA activates both AP-1 and p53 in a C57BL/6 mouse model of skin cancer promotion, consistent with both increased proliferation and apoptosis in this model. DMBA/TPA treatment also leads to increased mitochondrial localization of p53. Interestingly, activation of p53 by DMBA/TPA is greater in MnSOD heterozygous knock-out mice, suggesting a role for MnSOD in the regulation of p53 transcriptional activity and subcellular localization (Zhao et al. 2002) . Later studies have revealed that apoptosis precedes proliferation when mice are treated with TPA. Treatment of mice with the MnSOD mimetic MnTE-2-PyP 5? 12 h after TPA treatment causes a decrease in AP-1 activity without affecting p53-mediated apoptosis, resulting in reduced tumorigenesis (Zhao et al. 2005a) .
In JB6 mouse epithelial cells, treatment with TPA results in rapid (within 10 min) translocation of p53 to mitochondria and, by 1 h, p53 is found in both the nucleus and mitochondria. p53 interacts directly with MnSOD and decreases MnSOD enzyme activity, and p53 mitochondrial translocation correlates with reduced mitochondrial membrane potential. Interestingly, p53 subcellular localization is affected by the MnSOD mimetic MnTE-2-PyP 5? . Treatment of JB6 cells with TPA, followed by MnTE-2-PyP 5? , has no effect on p53 mitochondrial localization, but completely blocks p53 nuclear translocation and TPA-induced expression of the p53 pro-apoptotic gene Bax, suggesting that MnSOD can modulate p53 activity and that p53-induced inactivation of MnSOD enzyme activity mediates p53 transcriptiondependent induction of apoptosis (Zhao et al. 2005b ). Treatment of JB6 cells with mitochondrial permeability transition pore blockers cyclosporine A or bongkrekic acid prevents TPA-induced p53 mitochondrial translocation, suggesting p53 translocation to mitochondria may involve TPA-induced activation of mitochondrial permeability transition pore ).
MnSOD affects DNA stability
Chromosomal instability (CIN) is an important hallmark of cancer (Chandhok and Pellman 2009; Ganem et al. 2007) , and MnSOD has been shown to affect CIN in vivo. Increased expression of MnSOD in Lck-Bax38/1 mice has no effect on cell proliferation or apoptosis of thymocytes either in the presence or in the absence of Bax. However, MnSOD expression impedes aneuploidy in these mice. Higher expression levels of MnSOD in the MnSOD-overexpressing mice also lead to a significant decrease in the formation of spontaneous lymphomas (van de Wetering et al. 2008 ).
MnSOD alters ROS levels in cancer cells
ROS are an important mediator of cancer development (Behrend et al. 2003; Gius and Spitz 2006; Storz 2005) , and modulation of ROS levels by MnSOD is another important mechanism of MnSOD-mediated tumor suppression (Oberley 2005; Ridnour et al. 2004; Zhang et al. 2006b ). MnSOD-overexpressing PC-3 prostate carcinoma cells have much higher levels of H 2 O 2 and mitochondrial membrane potential than parental cells, resulting in reduced growth rate both in vitro and in vivo . Transfection of DU145 human prostate carcinoma cells with MnSOD cDNA results in increased ROS production as determined by increased dichlorofluorescein fluorescence compared to control cells. MnSOD overexpression results in greater sensitivity to ROS-generating agents and causes decreased growth in both in vitro in cell culture and in vivo in tumors established in nude mice (Li et al. 1998c ). Overexpression of an active site mutant of MnSOD (H30N) lacking product inhibition in HEK293 human embryonic kidney cells results in ROSdependent retardation of cell growth. Co-expression of these cells with catalase abrogates the effects of the H30N mutant on cell growth, indicating H 2 O 2 is the mediator of the growth suppressive effects of the H30N mutant MnSOD (Davis et al. 2004) . Ridnour et al. found that overexpression of MnSOD in the XR23M transformed X-ray immortalized rat embryo fibroblast cell line results in decreased colony formation in vitro and decreased tumor growth and lung metastases in vivo. This decrease in metastatic potential correlates with the ability of the cells to remove hydrogen peroxide. Metastatic potential decreases linearly with increased MnSOD activity, increased MnSOD:total glutathione peroxidase and increased MnSOD:catalase ratios, demonstrating that hydrogen peroxide production by MnSOD is important for its tumor suppressing properties (Ridnour et al. 2004) . Stable transfection of catalase or glutathione peroxidase in MCF-7 human breast cancer cells impedes MnSODdependent accumulation of HIF-1a protein in response to hypoxia at high levels of MnSOD enzyme activity (Wang et al. 2005) .
Several studies have demonstrated that the enzymatic activity of MnSOD is important to its anti-tumor effects. Using site-directed mutagenesis, Zhang et al. created a mutant MnSOD that lacks enzymatic activity by mutating histidine 26 to leucine within the active site of MnSOD. Overexpression of wild-type MnSOD results in decreased cell growth and plating efficiency and increased doubling time, while overexpression of mutant MnSOD leads to cell growth, plating efficiency, and doubling time similar to control, confirming the importance of the effects of MnSOD enzyme activity on tumor suppression (Zhang et al. 2006b ). MnSOD enzyme activity is a necessary condition for MnSOD-dependent abrogation of HER2/neu expression in MDA-MB-435 human breast cancer cells stably overexpressing various levels of MnSOD protein and enzyme activity. The characteristics of cell lines expressing high levels of MnSOD protein and low MnSOD enzyme activity are close to those of the parental cells, while cell lines with high MnSOD enzyme activity have greater reduction in HER2/neu and decreased anchorage-independent cell growth than parental cells (Chuang et al. 2007 ). Davis and collaborators generated an active site mutant of MnSOD by replacing histidine-30 with asparagine, resulting in reduced product inhibition and increased enzymatic efficiency. Overexpression of the H30N mutant in the human embryonic kidney cell line HEK293 results in significant reduction in cell growth compared to cells overexpressing a Q143A mutant which has greatly reduced enzyme activity (Davis et al. 2004 ). The anti-tumor effect of MnSOD is due, in part, to increased production of hydrogen peroxide, and overexpression of glutathione peroxidase (GPX) in P U118-9 human glioma cells already overexpressing MnSOD blocks the growth suppression effects of MnSOD both in vitro and in vivo (Li et al. 2000) .
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Mechanisms of altered MnSOD expression in cancer
Mutations in the MnSOD promoter
Much work has been performed in this laboratory to elucidate the mechanisms by which MnSOD gene expression is regulated. The MnSOD promoter lacks both TATA and CAAT boxes, but it does contain a GC-rich region containing clusters of Sp1 and AP-2 binding sites (Wan et al. 1994) . Sp1 has been identified as an important transcriptional activator of both basal and TPA-induced expression of MnSOD (Porntadavity et al. 2001; Xu et al. 2002) while AP-2 is a potent repressor of expression (Xu et al. 2002) . The tumor suppressor p53 interacts with Sp1 to repress MnSOD expression (Dhar et al. 2006 ). An NF-jB response element was later identified within an enhancer in the second intron of the MnSOD gene (Xu et al. 1999a ), conferring NF-jB responsiveness to MnSOD gene expression to cytokines and the phorbol ester PMA (phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate) (Kiningham et al. , 2004 Xu et al. 1999a) . Nucleophosmin (NPM) is an important cofactor for NF-jB responsiveness of MnSOD expression (Dhar et al. 2004 ). This laboratory has identified three mutations in the proximal (GC-rich) region of the MnSOD promoter: a C ? T transition at -102 (M1), an insertion of A in the 11-straight G (11G) region at -93(M2), and a C ? G transversion at -38 (M3) in several human colorectal carcinoma (HT29, T84, and LS174T), human glioblastoma (U87), and human fibrosarcoma (HT1080) cell lines. The mutated promoters have at least a 50% reduction in transcriptional activity compared to the normal MnSOD promoter using a luciferase reporter assay (Xu et al. 1999b ). The M3 site creates a binding site for both Sp1 and AP-2; the presence of all three mutations augments the effects of both Sp1 and AP-2; and the expression of MnSOD is dependent on the relative levels of Sp1 and AP-2 in cells. AP-2 interacts with nucleophosmin to disrupt the nucleophosmin-mediated interaction between the promoter and transcriptional enhancer in the second intron, resulting in reduced MnSOD expression (Xu et al. 2008) .
The 11G region in the MnSOD promoter forms a single-stranded loop that is necessary for promoter function. Nucleophosmin binds to this loop structure and acts as a bridge between Sp1 at the promoter and NF-jB at the second intronic enhancer to facilitate NF-jBdependent, cytokine-induced expression of MnSOD ). The mutation within this 11G loop region found in cancer (Xu et al. 1999a, b) disrupts the interaction of nucleophosmin with the 11G loop, resulting in decreased cytokine responsiveness of MnSOD expression ).
Epigenetic regulation of MnSOD
Epigenetics, defined as heritable and transient changes in gene expression that do not involve a change in the DNA sequence of genes, has proven to be very important in the development of various diseases, including developmental disorders, autoimmune diseases, and cancer (reviewed in Hirst and Marra 2009; Sigalotti et al. 2007 ). Epigenetic regulation of gene expression includes methylation of cytosine residues in CpG dinucleotides within the DNA sequence and modifications of the N-terminal tails of core histones within the nucleosome (phosphorylation, methylation, acetylation, ubiquitination, etc.) (Wang et al. 2007b; Zheng et al. 2008 ) and remodeling of the chromatin structure (Wang et al. 2007a) . Epigenetic regulation of oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes has been shown to be important for the development and progression of cancer (Sigalotti et al. 2007; Zheng et al. 2008 ).
MnSOD expression is also regulated through epigenetic mechanisms, and this regulation may play an important role in cancer development (reviewed by Miao and St. Clair 2009) . Cytosine hypermethylation within intron 2 is much greater in SV40 transformed human lung fibroblasts WI38 and MRC5 (WI38-VA and MRC5-VA) compared to their normal counterparts. This cytosine hypermethylation correlates with decreased MnSOD expression in these transformed cells (Huang et al. 1999 ). An NF-jB enhancer has been identified within intron 2 of the MnSOD gene (Jones et al. 1997; Xu et al. 1999a) , and epigenetic regulation of MnSOD at intron 2 may prove important in cancer development and progression (Huang et al. 1999) . DNA hypermethylation has been identified in the promoter region of the MnSOD gene in KAS 6/1 human multiple myeloma cells (Hodge et al. 2005a ) and various pancreatic cancer cell lines (Hurt et al. 2007 ). An inverse correlation between promoter methylation and MnSOD expression was observed in the pancreatic cancer cells studied (Hurt et al. 2007 ) as well as the human multiple myeloma cell line IM-9 (Hodge et al. 2005b) .
Various histone modifications important for active transcription are also altered in the MnSOD gene. Treatment of C2C12 mouse myoblast cells with the histone deacetylase inhibitor trichostatin A (TSA) leads to increased expression of MnSOD through enhanced acetylation of histones 3 and 4 within the MnSOD promoter (Maehara et al. 2002) . Various breast cancer cell lines (MCF-7, T47D, and MDA-MB-231) have fewer histone modifications that are key to transcription (H3K4 dimethylation and H3K9 acetylation) than the non-tumorigenic MCF-10A breast epithelial cell line. The lack of these important modifications in breast cancer cells leads to a condensed chromatin structure unfavorable for gene expression (Hitchler et al. 2008 ).
MnSOD genetic polymorphisms
A variety of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) have been identified within the MnSOD gene. These polymorphisms include a C ? T transition resulting in the conversion of valine to alanine at amino acid 16 within the mitochondrial signaling sequence (Rosenblum et al. 1996) . Other polymorphisms include a C ? T transition at amino acid 58 that converts an isoleucine to threonine (Ho and Crapo 1988 ) and a C ? T transition that leads to a conversion from leucine to phenylalanine at amino acid 60 (Hernandez-Saavedra and McCord 2003) , as well as a G ? T transversion in the second intron of the MnSOD gene (Hernandez-Saavedra and McCord 2009). These polymorphisms affect transcription, enzyme activity, or mitochondrial localization of MnSOD.
Val16Ala SNP is one of the most extensively studied SNPs in the MnSOD gene. Val16Ala SNP has been identified in various cell lines of normal patients and patients with diseases that result in premature aging (Rosenblum et al. 1996) . This particular polymorphism occurs within the mitochondrial signaling sequence, thus affecting import of MnSOD into mitochondria. The Ala16 variant is able to transverse both mitochondrial membranes quickly to enter the matrix, while most of the Val16 variant is imbedded within the inner membrane. This difference in migration capability is due, in part, to the differences in the secondary structure of the two variants. Computer models predict that the Ala16 variant has a partial a-helical structure, while the Val16 variant has a b-sheet structure (Shimoda-Matsubayashi et al. 1996; Sutton et al. 2003) . More Ala16 variant MnSOD is found in the mitochondria and has higher enzyme activity than the Val16 variant. This difference in structure between the variants may affect interactions with the Tim 23 import channel within the inner membrane, resulting in a reduced rate of import and lower activity for the Val16 variant (Sutton et al. 2003) .
Different studies in diverse populations and cancer types have resulted in identifying conflicting roles for the Val16Ala MnSOD polymorphism and cancer risk (Bag and Bag 2008) . Some studies have shown an association between the Val16Ala polymorphism and ovarian cancer risk (Dalan et al. 2008; Johnatty et al. 2007 ). Other studies suggest that the Ala/Ala genotype results in increased cancer risk while still other studies imply the Val/Val genotype increases cancer risk. A statistically significant increase in the risk of lung cancer in patients carrying the Val/Val genotype compared to the Ala/Ala genotype has been identified (Wang et al. 2001; Zejnilovic et al. 2009 ). Wang et al. (2001) discovered that younger patients (B55 years) with the Val/Val and Val/Ala genotypes have a higher risk of lung cancer compared to older patients. A 70% increased risk of prostate cancer has been found in men homozygous for Ala compared to Val homozygous men (Woodson et al. 2003) . Arsova-Sarafinovska et al. (2008) found a 5.2-fold increased risk of early-onset prostate cancer (under age 65) in men who are homozygous for the Ala allele, and a threefold increased risk for heterozygous Ala allele men, compared to Val homozygous controls. In both male and female breast cancer and prostate cancer, risk is elevated in patients carrying the MnSOD Ala/Ala genotype compared to controls (Bica et al. 2009 ). Individuals with the Ala/Ala genotype have a 2.89-fold increase in developing hepatocellular carcinoma, and the Ala/Ala genotype results in even greater risk for patients who are infected with hepatitus C virus (Ezzikouri et al. 2008) .
While the presence of MnSOD polymorphisms alone is not always associated with increased cancer risk, their presence is often correlated with other risk factors, such as antioxidant intake. Li et al. found MnSOD Val16Ala polymorphism is not associated with overall risk of nonaggressive, aggressive, or total prostate cancer. Nevertheless, there is an association between the MnSOD genotype and prostate cancer risk when levels of antioxidants are considered. A significant and inverse relationship between plasma levels of selenium and risk of total and aggressive prostate cancer is present in men with the Ala/Ala genotype. This association is weaker in men with the Val/Val or Val/Ala genotype ). Kang et al. found a positive correlation between the Ala/Ala genotype and prostate cancer risk. This risk inversely correlates with vitamin E intake in the Ala allele patients, with patients who consume the highest levels of vitamin E having the lowest risk of prostate cancer (Kang et al. 2007 ). Han et al. found no overall association between Val16Ala polymorphism and risk of skin cancer (melanoma, squamous or basal cell carcinoma); however, they did find a significant interaction between this polymorphism and total vitamin C intake. The researchers also found an inverse association between intake of the dietary carotenoids a-and b-carotene and carriers of the Val/Val genotype but not the Ala/Ala genotype . Breast cancer risk is slightly increased in women carrying the Ala/Ala genotype compared to those carrying the Val/Val genotype, especially in premenopausal women. This risk is further increased in premenopausal women with low intakes of fruits, vegetables, and various dietary supplements (antioxidant vitamins and selenium) (Cai et al. 2004; Wang et al. 2009 ).
The Val16Ala polymorphism also affects cancer risk in combination with polymorphisms for other genes. For nonsmall cell lung carcinoma, the presence of the wild-type Val/Val homozygous MnSOD allele results in increased risk in the presence of p53 or X-ray cross complementing group 1 (XRCC1) polymorphisms alone or in combination with both p53 and XRCC1 polymorphisms. No increased risk was found in patients with either the Ala/Val or Ala/ Ala alleles (Liu et al. 2004 Other polymorphisms in the MnSOD gene have also been identified. MnSOD exists as a homotetramer (Borgstahl et al. 1992; Ravindranath and Fridovich 1975; Wispe et al. 1989) , and Ile58 is an important amino acid at the tetrameric interface between the four monomers that make up mature MnSOD protein (Borgstahl et al. 1992) . The Ile58Thr polymorphism results in destabilization of this tetrameric interface, resulting in predominantly dimeric MnSOD. The Ile58Thr polymorphism also confers thermal sensitivity to mature MnSOD protein. The mutant MnSOD has about half the enzyme activity of the normal protein at all temperatures tested. Mutant MnSOD is completely inactivated even at 41.7°C, while this temperature has no appreciable effect on the activity of normal MnSOD (Borgstahl et al. 1996) . Overexpression of the Thr58 variant of MnSOD in the MCF-7 human breast cancer cell line has much less tumor suppressor activity than the Ile58 variant due to reduced enzyme activity in the Thr58 variant (Zhang et al. 1999 ). The Leu60Phe polymorphism is present in the Jurkat human T cell leukemia cell line, leading to reduced MnSOD enzyme activity in these cells compared to human peripheral blood lymphocytes, which correlates with the malignant phenotype of Jurkat cells and confers thiol sensitivity to MnSOD in the Jurkat human T cell leukemia cell line (Hernandez-Saavedra and McCord 2003) . A recently identified polymorphism (G1677T) near the enhancer element located within intron 2 of the MnSOD gene creates a potential glucocorticoid receptor binding site, and the T/T genotype is linked to reduced risk of lung cancer (Hernandez-Saavedra and McCord 2009).
Strategies to increase the effects of MnSOD in cancer cells
Since MnSOD expression is reduced in many cancers (Oberley and Buettner 1979) and increased expression of MnSOD inhibits cancer growth (Oberley 2001; Oberley 2005) , strategies that increase expression or enzyme activity of MnSOD in patients may prove valuable in improving cancer treatments in these individuals.
Epigenetic activation of MnSOD expression
Epigenetic silencing of the MnSOD gene is a critical mechanism by which MnSOD expression is suppressed in cancer cells (Hitchler et al. 2008; Hodge et al. 2005a; Huang et al. 1999; Hurt et al. 2007 ). Many epigenetic drugs have been shown to increase MnSOD expression in various cancer cell types. Treatment of KAS 6/1 human multiple myeloma cells with the DNA methyltransferase inhibitor zebularine reverses methylation of the MnSOD promoter, resulting in increased MnSOD protein and enzyme activity (Hodge et al. 2005a) . Zebularine treatment also increases MnSOD expression in various pancreatic carcinoma cell lines (Hurt et al. 2007 ) and IM-9 human multiple myeloma cells (Hodge et al. 2005b) .
Treatment of breast cancer cells with histone deacetylase inhibitors trichostatin A or sodium butyrate increases MnSOD expression in these cells, suggesting epigenetic silencing of the MnSOD gene is important in the altered expression of MnSOD seen in various breast cancers (Hitchler et al. 2008) . Trichostatin A also stimulates MnSOD expression in the C2C12 mouse myoblast cell line by inhibiting histone deacetylase 1 (HDAC1) activity and by stimulating early growth responsive-1 (Egr-1)-mediated dissociation of an inhibitory Sp1-HDAC1 complex from the MnSOD promoter (Maehara et al. 2002) .
Enforced expression of MnSOD
Overexpression of MnSOD or CuZnSOD using adenoviral vectors (AdMnSOD and AdCuZnSOD, respectively) decreases breast cancer cell growth and reduces clonogenic survival in vitro. Direct injection of AdMnSOD or AdCuZnSOD into breast tumor xenografts decreases breast tumor growth in vivo, resulting in increased animal survival (Weydert et al. 2006) . Similar results are observed in hamster cheek pouch carcinoma cells treated with AdMnSOD virus vector, both in vitro and in vivo (Lam et al. 1997) .
Transfection of cancer cells with mutant MnSOD having greater enzyme activity than wild-type MnSOD may prove to be a viable strategy for cancer treatment. Davis et al. generated a mutant MnSOD in which the histidine at position 30 is replaced with arginine. This mutant has greater enzymatic efficiency than wild-type MnSOD. Overexpression of this active site mutant in A549 human lung carcinoma cells leads to significant reduction in tumor volume in NOD/SCID mice compared to vector or wildtype MnSOD-transfected cells (Davis et al. 2004 ).
Combining overexpression of MnSOD with other cancer therapies has proven valuable for increasing the efficacy of the therapies. Zhang et al. (2006a) found that combined intratumoral injection of SW620 human colorectal carcinoma xenografts with modified adenoviruses expressing both MnSOD and TRAIL (tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand) results in complete elimination of the established tumor xenografts compared to either virus alone.
Combination of MnSOD and chemotherapeutic drugs is more effective in suppressing cancer growth than either treatment alone. One such therapy is adriamycin, an anthracycline commonly used in chemotherapeutic regimens. Administration of recombinant human MnSOD protein (rhMnSOD) or adriamycin alone inhibits sarcoma 180 cell tumor growth in vivo, while a combination of adriamycin and rhMnSOD inhibits tumor growth greater than either treatment alone through MnSOD-mediated stimulation of immune response and lymphocyte recruitment to the tumor .
Another cancer therapy is 1,3-Bis(2-chloroethyl)-1-nitrosourea (BCNU), a chemotherapy drug that acts through two mechanisms to suppress tumor growth: alkylation of DNA and inhibition of glutathione reductase (GR) and thioredoxin reductase activities (Schallreuter et al. 1990 ). Overexpression of CuZnSOD or MnSOD using adenoviral vectors, in combination with BCNU treatment, causes increased oxidative stress and results in greater suppression of in vitro breast cancer cell growth than either BCNU or SOD overexpression alone. Directly injecting breast tumor xenografts with AdMnSOD and intravenous delivery of BCNU result in significantly decreased breast tumor xenograft growth and increased animal survival compared to either treatment alone or to controls (Weydert et al. 2008) . In hamster cheek pouch carcinoma (HCPC-1) or human oral squamous carcinoma cells, overexpression of MnSOD using AdMnSOD viral vector in combination with either BCNU or 3-amino-1,2,4-triazole (AT) decreases cell viability in vitro and inhibits tumor growth in vivo greater than any of the treatments alone (Weydert et al. 2003b ). Combination of MnSOD overexpression, BCNU, and either ionizing radiation or adriamycin results in much greater decreases in clonogenic survival in vitro, decreased tumor growth in vivo, and increased animal survival than any of the treatments alone or any other combination of treatments tested (Sun et al. 2009 ).
Application of SOD mimetics
Many studies have shown that treatment of cancer cells with SOD mimetics also reduces tumorigenicity. Treatment with MnTE-2-PyP 5? alone significantly reduced levels of HIF-1a and decreased levels of VEGF compared to control tumors, resulting in diminished microvessel density in 4T1 breast cancer tumors (Rabbani et al. 2009 ). This laboratory has shown that application of TPA induces both apoptosis and proliferation in a mouse model of skin carcinogenesis. Treatment of these mice with MnTE-2-PyP 5?
12 h after TPA treatment inhibited TPA-induced proliferation without affecting apoptosis, resulting in markedly reduced tumorigenesis compared to controls (Zhao et al. 2005a ). Co-treatment of MnSOD mimetics with other anti-cancer therapies can enhance the effects of these therapies. MnTE-2-PyP 5? porphyrin alone suppresses growth of the WEH17.2 mouse thymic lymphoma cells, and pretreatment of these cells with MnTE-2-PyP 5? augments dexamethasone-induced apoptosis. Pretreatment with MnTE-2-PyP 5? also sensitizes WEH17.2 cells to cyclophosphamide (Jaramillo et al. 2009 ). MnTE-2-PyP 5? also enhances the radiation responsiveness of cancer cells. MnTE-2-PyP 5?
reduces the ability of 4T1 mouse mammary carcinoma tumor cells to rescue endothelial cells from irradiationinduced damage (Moeller et al. 2005) , and MnTE-2-PyP 5?
in combination with ionizing radiation results in a slight reduction in tumor growth compared to radiation alone in RM-9 prostate cancer tumor xenografts. MnTE-2-PyP 5?
decreases angiogenesis potential by augmenting radiationmediated 4T1 breast tumor devascularization. MnTE-2-PyP 5? is able to protect normal tissue but does not protect tumor tissue at any level that would interfere with radiotherapy (Moeller et al. 2005) . Co-administration of the SOD mimetic M40403 and interleukin-2 (IL-2) not only enhances the anti-tumor activity of IL-2, but also diminishes the detrimental hypotension associated with IL-2 therapy (Samlowski et al. 2003 ).
Summary
MnSOD is a vital ROS-scavenging enzyme essential for maintaining aerobic life in our oxygen-rich atmosphere and is an important tumor suppressing protein that both inhibits proliferation and enhances apoptosis through modulation of ROS levels in cancer cells. Methods that increase the expression of MnSOD, or mimic the superoxide-scavenging capability of MnSOD, not only kill cancer cells but also enhance the effectiveness of various anti-cancer therapies. MnSOD is also vital for protecting the heart and brain from the deleterious effects of chemotherapeutic drugs, especially adriamycin, one of the most effective anti-cancer agents in the arsenal of the oncologist. Current and future studies to better understand the mechanisms by which MnSOD both protects normal tissues and kills cancer cells will lead to further advances in cancer therapy that not only Manganese superoxide dismutase 151 improve targeting of cancer cells specifically but also enhance the quality of life for patients after treatment.
